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The Client //

Westbase Technology is a leading distributor of cloud-managed 3G/4G 
mobile networking solutions across the UK and Europe.

The Challenge //

Westbase Technology wanted to use Pardot to monitor visits to their 
corporate site and webstore, to warm up existing leads and track ROI across 
multiple channels, including social. They wanted visibility of their visitors’ 

actions to gain insight into 
their customer’s behaviour 
and intentions, using this 
information to better inform 
the sales team. They also 
wanted to engage with 
existing leads and prioritise 
them ready for a call from 
the sales team. As they were 
planning to reach out to new 

prospects via social, they also wanted to be able to monitor engagement 
on their social channels and determine the ROI of their activity. 

The Solution //

» We were able to help Westbase Technology monitor their visits using
separate tracking codes on their corporate site and webstore so
they could track visitor’s behaviour. Armed with more insight on their
customer’s interests, the sales reps were able to close more business.

» To engage with existing leads, we helped Westbase Technology set up a
nurture program in Pardot to promote the brand further and warm up
leads ready for the sales team.

» We replicated Westbase Technology’s web forms across the site so their
data was captured and held in Pardot, ready to be marketed to and
inform the sales team.

» In order to generate more leads for sales, the marketing team needed
a way to easily create landing pages and forms to promote content and
increase data capture of prospects. We created a template that the
marketing team could copy and edit so they could get landing pages up
and running within minutes.

» To get the most out of their social marketing efforts, we helped Westbase
Technology connect their social channels to Pardot. This not only gave
them an easy way to post social messages across multiple social media
accounts but also provided visibility of social engagement and ROI from
the channel.
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The Results // The Feedback //

“Nebula Consulting provided our Pardot Quick Start and delivered 

a fantastic service throughout. I have to be honest, when we were 

first told that we had to take out this initial support, I did think 

“surely we can just do it ourselves?” But having gone through 

the process with Nebula, I now think that it was worth every 

penny. Nebula delivered a highly professional service, covering 

everything I expected and more. Sarah, who project managed our 

implementation, was excellent to work with, dealing with all our 

queries – big or small – quickly and effectively. She was extremely 

supportive throughout, and even helped with wider Salesforce 

issues that needed to be resolved to get our Pardot system 

working the way we wanted it to. I would definitely recommend 

Nebula Consulting.”

Kelly Bell 

Marketing Manager, Westbase Technology

Average monthly submission rate for content 
landing pages has increased by 114% over 6 months

Number of social posts has increased by 58% and the 
number of clicks per post has increased by 52%

Emails in the nurture program have an average 
click through rate of 6.52% and 9% of cold leads 
go on to be qualified and passed through to sales.

Over the past quarter, tracked site visitors increased 
by over 20% and Marketing Qualified Leads increased 
by 1089%, compared to the previous period.


